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Abstract—Achieving high performance for many computational
kernels - especially tensor operations - on modern architectures
requires programmers to carefully design and implement schedules
describing how the kernel is to be mapped onto the target architec-
ture’s instruction set. Previous approaches to generating schedules
have largely been monolithic systems that are difficult and labor-
intensive to modify and adapt to new algorithms and architectures.
We introduce Matmap, a schedule metaprogramming system which
allows programmers to to programatically construct, modify, and
tune schedules that can be used across multiple user-schedulable lan-
guages. Using Matmap, we implement several scheduling algorithms
and integrate them into existing hand-scheduled implementations in
only a few hundred lines of code. We show that in this setting, our
automated tuning framework achieves performance comparable to
hand-tuned implementations of SGEMM on AVX512.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Tensor computations, such as convolutions, stencil opera-
tions, and linear algebra, are central to many applications,
such as machine learning, image processing, and scientific
computing. As tensor computations often comprise the bulk
of the computational resources required for these applications,
optimizing their performance is of significant interest both to
researchers and engineers. A key contributor to performance
is hardware acceleration, in the form of either vector and
tensor instructions on CPUs and GPUs or special-purpose
accelerators, such as TPUs [13], NVDLA [23], Eyeriss [6],
and GEMMINI [9].

However, exploiting hardware acceleration requires a care-
fully chosen schedule describing how to map the tensor
computation onto the target hardware hardware; this takes
the form of code transformations such as loop operations
(tiling, reordering, parallelization, unrolling), memory allo-
cation to specific levels of the memory hierarchy, and sub-
stitutions of optimized hardware instructions for equivalent
kernels. Scheduling decisions can significantly affect end-to-
end performance for many applications [20]; however, the
actual schedule required to attain good performance varies
significantly, depending on both the computation and the
target architecture. As both computations and hardware exist
in a wide variety of configurations (further exacerbated by
automated exploration of algorithm parameters (e.g. neural
architecture search [24]), reconfigurable hardware, and multi-
tenancy environments where only part of the resources of a
given chip can be devoted to a problem), each pair of which
corresponds to a different set of scheduling requirements, the
effort required to build good schedules is significant.

Schedules can be constructed using several different strate-
gies, each with their own tradeoffs:

• Manual development and hand-tuning can produce very
high performance. However, achieving that requires both
laborious effort by performance programming experts
and significant re-engineering effort to target different
hardware platforms.

• Automated search, including both brute-force search
and machine learning (ML) approaches, [1], [12], [17],
[21], [22], can produce high performance, sometimes
even beating hand-tuned schedules. However, collecting
enough samples to get good performance with brute-force
search or to accurately train learned performance models
can be infeasibly high in environments where the cost of
executing and benchmarking a single run is significant
(e.g. when running on a simulated candidate hardware
before tapeout). Furthermore, approaches that purely rely
on automated search are difficult to adapt to changes to
hardware parameters, which often occur in architectures
when resources are shared by multiple workloads.

• Heuristics and optimization-based approaches make
scheduling decisions directly from algorithm and machine
parameters, often by representing scheduling problems
as relatively tractable numerical optimization problems.
Many such approaches only make a subset of required
scheduling decisions; for example, CoSA [10] automates
the selection of tile sizes, loop ordering, and spatio-
temporal mappings, but does not perform any scheduling
operations such as machine instruction mapping and loop
unrolling. As a result, each such heuristic method must be
combined with other techniques (e.g. automated search in
[12]) to attain good performance in practice.

In many cases, a combination of multiple approaches is
desirable. For instance, a programmer may wish to shrink a
large tuning space by using an optimization-based approach
to make a subset of scheduling decisions, use an autotuner
to make the remaining decisions, then use specific knowledge
about the architecture to fine-tune the schedule.

Expressing these scheduling decisions by manually imple-
menting low-level code is a labor-intensive and error-prone
process. Therefore, schedules are most often implemented us-
ing compilers or code generation tools. Since traditional com-
pilers both generate and apply scheduling internally, changing
how scheduling decisions are made requires modifying the
compiler itself, a challenging task for performance program-
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mers who may not be compiler experts. To address this, user-
schedulable compilers, such as Halide [19], TVM [5], and Exo
[11], expose scheduling decisions to users while leaving code
generation to the compiler; a user only needs to specify an
unoptimized source code and a list of code transforms to be
run. For instance, a user can use the following code to instruct
TVM to transform a computation f by first tiling its loop into
32× 32 blocks and then reordering its axes, without needing
to manually rewrite the loops involved:

ax1, ax2, ax3, ax4 =
schedule[f].tile(f.op.axis[0], f.op.axis[1],
32, 32)

↪→

↪→

schedule[f].reorder(ax1, ax3, ax2, ax4)

Fig. 1. Tiling and reordering in TVM

User scheduling has facilitated the creation of schedule
generators, especially automated search tools such as Halide’s
autoscheduler [1], [17] and TVM’s Ansor [21], which can
systematically explore the space of schedules by using the
compiler to generate code for a large variety of schedules and
using the resulting performance measurements as feedback for
learning algorithms.

However, these schedulers have largely been designed to
operate as monolithic blocks tightly integrated into their com-
piler frameworks. While these schedules can be inspected and
tweaked by hand, they are not intended to be programmatically
modified, or to be used in concert with other scheduling
tools; for example, Halide’s documentation1 suggests that pro-
grammers who wish to iteratively improve on auto-generated
schedules (for instance, to adapt them to different hardware)
dump its output to Halide C++ source, paste it into the
original program, and then modify it, which is not particularly
amenable to integration with other tools.

As a result, implementing and testing new optimizations
(e.g. using optimizers to make a subset of scheduling decisions
while leaving others to existing tools) requires either manually
modifying the individual schedules outputted by these mono-
lithic tools, or modifying the generator tools themselves - both
of which are difficult and laborious. Similarly, responding to
changes in hardware backends requires new schedules to be
constructed, either by modifying the schedule generators or
(in the case of largely tuning-generated schedules) expensive
retraining of models. Furthermore, these tools are tightly
integrated components of compilers, making it more difficult
to port schedules from one software stack to another.

In this paper, we introduce Matmap, a framework for pro-
gramatically constructing, modifying, and tuning schedules.
Matmap is a modular system, where schedules are declara-
tively defined as arbitrary combinations of subschedule blocks
which represent sequences of scheduling operations. These
blocks are simple Python objects or JSON files which can
be generated and programatically modified either manually

1https://halide-lang.org/tutorials/tutorial lesson 21 auto scheduler
generate.html

or by automated search tools and optimizers. Furthermore,
using GPTune [15] we provide a simple interface for a variety
of tuners, including OpenTuner [2] and HPBandSter [8],
as well as a unified performance database for performance
experiments.

II. PROGRAMMING MODEL

In order to schedule a program onto a target architecture,
a compiler executes a series of passes over the code, each
time applying a transform to change the code. In prior work,
these schedule passes are expressed imperatively, as a series
of directives to be applied in order, as in Figure 1; as a
result, a schedule, once generated, cannot be modified without
manually editing either the private internal representation of
the tool that generated it (e.g. Ansor’s undocumented internal
schedule format2) or the code it generates (as with Halide’s
autoscheduler).

Instead, Matmap allows users to define scheduling trans-
forms declaratively, by representing schedules as static Python
objects with publicly accessible interfaces. Specifically, each
scheduling transform (e.g. loop tiling) is a subclass of
a Transform object, which overrides an abstract method
apply(fn, backend) describing how it should be applied to a
function fn within the compiler backend. Specific scheduling
decisions (e.g. tile sizes for each axis), are represented by
instances of individual transform objects.

For instance, to express loop tilings, we define the
TilingTransform class to contain and be initialized with
a dictionary tile dict mapping loop indices to tile sizes.
The apply function, depending on the value of backend, will
call the appropriate compiler function(s) (e.g. TVM’s tile or
Exo’s split and reorder) on a function represented in the
given compiler. There is no need for a one-to-one mapping
between Matmap scheduling’s transforms and the backend
compiler’s scheduling directives; for instance, calling
TilingTransform({'i':4, 'j':8}).apply(fn)

can issue a single 2D tile() instruction to a TVM backend or
four instructions to an Exo backend (which lacks the higher-
level tile instruction): two calls to split() to turn each
loop index into two, followed by two calls to reorder()
to move the inner-tile loops below the outer-tile loops; a
similar transform object created for three tiling axes would
issue three instructions to TVM (a tile(), a split(), and a
reorder()) as TVM’s tile() function only supports two si-
multaneous axes. As a result, Matmap transforms are compiler-
independent, which enables performance programmers to im-
plement optimizations on a variety of target systems.

Schedules can be constructed either by calling the object
constructor directly with the desired parameters, as in the
tiling example above, or by calling a factory function makes
decisions automatically using optimization or tuning. In or-
der to build more sophisticated schedules, several transform
objects may be chained into a CompoundTransform, which

2https://discuss.tvm.apache.org/t/explanation-of-autoscheduler-transform-
steps/9512
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simply provides a wrapper around a list of Transform ob-
jects and whose apply() function calls them in sequence.
For instance, [10] simultaneously optimizes for loop tiling,
loop ordering, and spatial mapping; in Matmap, this is rep-
resented as a CompoundTransform whose subtransforms
include a TilingTransform, a ReorderingTransform, and a
SpatialMappingTransform; this allows users to easily extract
parts of the schedule for reuse elsewhere and to modify
individual components of the schedule. For example, in order
to retarget an architecture-optimized schedule to run on a
similar chip with a larger buffer, we may wish to swap out
the tiling for one that uses larger block sizes but leaves the
loop ordering and spatial mapping untouched, which can be
done by simply assigning a new TilingTransform object to
subtransforms[0].

Matmap is extensible: users may define both new transforms
(for instance, polyhedral loop transformations) by subclassing
Transform and specifying its implementation in individual
scheduling instructions in the target compilers; and new op-
timization algorithms by constructing the appropriate factory
methods. A set of utilities allow these algorithms to query
the AST to automatically obtain problem parameters, such as
tensor sizes, exists for Exo backends; making this compiler-
independent is ongoing work.

We have implemented several optimization-based ap-
proaches in Matmap, including automated tiling of nested
loops using linear and sigmoidal programming [4], [7], the
systolic array mapper CoSA [10], and automatic loop ordering
with IOOpt [18] in Matmap. With under 150 lines of additional
code each, we were able to take existing research code
designed to generate schedules to run specific experiments on
a small set of hardware targets and convert them to portable
Matmap schedules.

III. TUNING AND RUNTIME

In addition to supporting a variety of optimization-based
schedule generators, we provide an automated search ca-
pability using GPTune [15], an autotuning framework that
provides both its own optimizers based on Bayesian learning
and clustered Gaussian processes [16] and an interface to third-
party tuners such as HPBandSter [8], OpenTuner [2], and
ytopt [3]. GPTune keeps a centralized database containing a
list of tunable parameters and performance benchmarks from
previous runs, which is used to construct a surrogate model
to predict and optimize the performance of future runs using
transfer learning.

Within Matmap, each Transform object which is denoted
Tunable provides a list of “knobs”- performance parameters
that can be adjusted - and associated constraints, which
Matmap exposes to the GPTune; users can then define a
specific tuning space over some or all of them and use them
to train a surrogate model, analogously to the template-based
AutoTVM scheduler.

Note that the method used to embed each knob into a
tuning space can vary. For example, consider the case of
loop reordering. Loop orders can be described as a set of

categorical choices, expressing a finite set of options (loop
orders) that must be chosen, or (following [14]) as a set of
numeric importance scores, one for each loop, which indicate
the loop order to be chosen by sorting the loops in order
of importance scores. Determining the optimal embedding
scheme for each scheduling parameter is currently a work
in progress; the user must currently specify the embedding
manually.

As all Matmap schedules (including manually defined
schedules) can be represented in a standard format, we are able
automatically collect performance data for not only schedules
tested by an autotuner but also those generated by one-
shot optimizers and by hand. This data can be used for
algorithm selection (GPTune will automatically select the best
parameters seen so far, regardless of how they were generated)
and to improve the convergence speed and quality of the tuning
results.

To validate our strategy, we took an existing hand-scheduled
AVX512 implementation of matrix multiply written in Exo
[11] and replaced its hand-generated tiling with a TilingTrans-
form. We were able to both able to fit the Matmap schedule
into an existing codebase without significant refactoring, by
replacing the hand-tune’s (imperative) tiling instructions for
L1 cache with a call to TilingTransform.apply(), and to refac-
tor the hand-tuned codebase to use our generated Matmap
schedule by relocating the remaining schedule directives into
apply() function of a special single-backend Transform
object.

We benchmarked our implementation on a system with two
Intel Gold 6126 CPUs (24 cores each) and 768GB of RAM.
As seen in Fig. 2, we achieve near comparable performance to
a hand-tuned implementation in real-world benchmarks after
roughly 255 samples. As we did not fine-tune the remainder
of the hand-tuned code (including code optimized for the
original tiling, e.g. tile sizes that were multiples of AVX vector
lengths), we were unable to close the gap fully, especially
in the 64 × 64 case where traffic on and off L1 cache was
not the dominating factor in performance. Further experiments
including fine-tuning of the remaining schedule (restricted to
a ’local neighborhood’ of the original hand-tuned schedule to
limit the size of the search space) and theoretically modeled
cost functions are ongoing; we believe this will enable us to
exceed the performance of hand-tuned code without signifi-
cantly increasing the number of samples required.

IV. ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK

Matmap is currently under active development along several
lines:

• Improved schedule composability: Currently, Matmap
schedules use hardcoded variable names or indices, which
are not robust to changes in the schedule structure. For
example, consider three nested loops indexed by (i, j, k).
Splitting i into iout and iin and swapping the order of
j and k are independent operations that can be carried
out in any order. However, the current implementation
of ReorderTransform in Matmap (and, in fact, both
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Fig. 2. Square matrix multiply: Matmap tuned (after 255 samples) vs.
manually-generated schedule - flops (vertical) vs. matrix size (horizontal)

TVM’s and Exo’s reorder() operations) can be affected
by extraneous changes in the loop nest such as this. Other
existing scheduling systems encounter similar issues; for
instance, the TVM code in Figure 1 relies on the program-
mer to manually pass the new loop axes generated and
returned by tile() to reorder(), making composability
significantly more difficult. We are currently developing
a way to describe references to specific nodes of an
AST (e.g. specific loop axes) in a manner invariant to
schedule transformations, and semantics to allow the user
to describe how to resolve conflicts in the case of a
potential conflict between two transformations (e.g. an
attempt to tile a fully unrolled loop).

• Improved support for multiple compiler backends: Our
system is most well developed for Exo, with basic support
for TVM. We are working on increasing our coverage
of these frameworks, and may consider supporting ad-
ditional backends in the future, possibly using a foreign
function interface (FFI) for C++-based languages such as
Halide.

• Porting more automatic schedule generators: We would
like to support additional scheduling algorithms, such as
the ability to fuse loops that depend on each other in (e.g.
successive layers in neural nets).

• Automatic tuning space generation: Tuning frameworks
such as Ansor [21] can tune not only specific parameters,
but also the scheduling space to search. We believe
that this can be encapsulated in Matmap by carefully
embedding the choice of schedule space into a GPTune-
supported seas space; how to do so in the most compu-
tationally efficient manner is an open problem.

• Hardware-software codesign: Recently, co-optimizing
machine learning algorithms, hardware architectures, and
the mappings between them have produced significant
speedups [12], [14]. We are using Matmap to accelerate
this process. In particular, the ability to easily fuse rapidly
generatable schedules such as CoSA [10] with auto-
matic fine-tuning can attain high performance on rapidly
changing hardware much faster than optimization-based
methods alone, driving down the cost of an iteration; we
conjecture that this will help attain higher performance by

allowing much more of the codesign state to be searched.
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